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(What was his name in Apache?)

Well, the way they call him, da.sa^a.coh He's a big man, and in English

it's pronounced Big Man. :da.sa a.coh
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(Was he really a big man?), • ;

No, he's not no large man,, but I don't know where he's got that name he's

got.

(What was your mother's name?)

Well, I wouldn't know how it's pronounced, that word, but through the

Indian Office they got it pronounced Gos-sis-sin-a. That's the way they

pronounce( it. I-don't know how they would pronounce it in Apache.
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(What does that mean?)

I don't know—it's a-name, I guess. 'Only way I know how to pronounce it.

»But her "Indian name, that's just what it is, I guess. That's the way she's

enrolled in Indian department.

(Did you' ever hear her say her Indian name?)

No;

(Could you tell me about when it was thati your dad was farming?)

We'll, ever since I. remember--when I was alyoung guy. say about—just when

I find out he,was farming./'About'1910, iWuess. All up in there till I

got way up of age, he was still"farming, because he passed away in 1925•
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But. he quit-- Well, I .helped him all that year. Well, I helped hiin start
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farmirig when I got to be seventeen years old, myself.- I helped him along •
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up till his death. Sometimes he turned things over to me, and/I"just went

ahead and worked--farmed it myself. He tell me what to do and h6w to- do

it, you know.' He show me how to*-you might say set the plow and thing3
/

like that. And I learned it and I done the work myself.


